




 Jacobs (1961) was one of the first to propose 
physical design as a means to create safer places.

 Also focused on the political and economic aspects 
of how cities are created and change

 “Eyes on the Street”

Whose eyes?































Kroger

Red Point

Google Street View; August 2011



Shannon Linning; March 2017

Shannon Linning; October 2018







The Suzanne Building

Shannon Linning; May 2018

The Suzanne Building

Google Street View; July 2011

• Study in redeveloping 

neighborhood

• Interviews with: 

• property developers, 

• business owners, 

• police officers, 

• residents,

• municipal employees, 

• non-profit agencies



“Buy as much property around 

your rehabbed places as possible. 

Then you control the area” 

(Eric; Developer)



“[anonymized developer] does not 

rent to check cashing facilities. If 

he sees a check cashing facility 

open, he’ll go and buy the property 

so he can shut them down” 

(John; Municipal Employee)



“I spent $250,000 rehabbing that building 

[pointing out the window]. Why did I do 

it? I have partners who had invested $50 

million in this [anonymized] area. They 

want it to be a safe area that they 

control. If  we had gone to the city to fix 

the problem, it wouldn’t have happened or 

would’ve taken too long. So I took 

matters into my own hands, bought the 

building and fixed it myself. It was worth 

the $250,000 investment to me” 

(David; Developer)



“You need to have 

good/attractive businesses 

on the ground level to make 

profits overall. We’re even 

willing to take a hit 

[financially] for the first year 

or so if  we think the business 

has potential. We’ll subsidize 

the rent for those new ideas” 
(Jeff; Developer)

Photos: Shannon Linning (May & August 2018)



“I only lease to people who 

seem to have a passion for 

what they do and who want 

to do good by the 

neighborhood. I will not lease 

to cell phone carriers, wig 

shops, tattoo parlors, check 

cashing places, and dollar 

stores” 

(Eric; Developer)

Photos: Shannon Linning (May & August 2018)



When looking at who to lease 

to “they have to be passionate 

and energetic. Many of  them 

have a social mission. They 

want to make things better 

and contribute. Many times 

they just don’t know how to”

(David; Developer)

Photos: Shannon Linning (May & August 2018)



“To succeed, you must have public and private dollars. You cannot 

exist using public dollars along. Who’s going to put skin in the 

game? You need to find private investors” 

(Taylor; Resident)



“To change neighborhoods you need risk takers. You need entrepreneurs and 

stakeholders. The government will not do it, especially not swiftly...You’ve got to 

ask who has skin in the game? It’s not the renter, it’s the owner. When I decide 

to buy something, it’s my livelihood on the line. Owners care because they want to 

make a profit and something like crime is bad for my investment” 

(David; Developer)



“[Chain stores] don’t care. Because all they care about is making money. You don’t 

become part of  the neighborhood. And a lot of  people that come here want to be part of  

the neighborhood. I mean that nice [new business] that’s going in there, it’s [a first-time 

business owner] and he’s really vested...If you’ve got money in the pot, you’re gonna

care. Hell, I want him to be successful. If  you’ve got your own money in the game, 

you’re gonna work at it to make it right” 

(Steve; Business Owner)






